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What cartographic elements affect a map?

 Scale

 Elements

 Layout

 Data Representation

 Data Accuracy & Misuse



Scale



Scale

 http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceop

ticsu/powersof10

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/java/scienceopticsu/powersof10


Geographic Scale

 Large scale = things taking up a large area on the 

ground

 global climate change

 Small scale = things taking up a small area on the 

ground

 urban growth boundary 



Map Scale

 The size of an object on the map compared to the 

size of an object on the Earth



Map Scale

 Expressed as a representative fraction

 1:24,000

 1 unit on the map = 24,000 units on the Earth

 Expressed as a graphic

 0                             1mile

 Expressed as a sentence

 One inch equals one mile



Map Scale

 Large scale = things taking up a small area on the 

ground

 1:70,000 or greater

 Small scale = things taking up a large area on the 

ground

 1:400,000 or smaller







Map Scale

 Convert to representative fraction

 3 inches equals 100 miles

 Convert to written sentence

 1:50,000

 Convert to graphic

 1:24,000

 How do you determine the map scale when it is 

unknown?



Map Scale

 Why is map scale important?

 How will a geographic feature be depicted on the 

map? 

 Patterns & distributions are affected by scale – scale 

defines regions and creates classes of features

 Calculating distance & area are dependent on scale







Map Generalization

 Every map has been simplified or generalized

 The smaller the map scale, the more generalization 

is necessary



Map Generalization

 Selecting the most important features for the 

purpose of the map

 Simplification of shapes and features on the map

 Combining of two or more similar features

 Shift the location of a feature (overlapping features)

 Exaggerate the size of an object 



Map Elements





Map Layout



Elements of Good Map Design

 If a map is…

 Graphically balanced

 Easy to read

 Limits redundant or unnecessary information

 Then it will…

 Communicate a strong visual message

 Convey the intended information (i.e. function properly)

 Satisfy purpose of designer





Map credits: Gretchen Peterson



Data Representation



Quantitative v Qualitative

 Quantitative

 Numerical

 Quantifiable 

 Qualitative

 Description

 Text



Map Data Symbology

ArcMap Method Point Line Area Raster

Feature (shows location) Qualitative
Quantitative

Qualitative
Quantitative

Qualitative
Quantitative

Categories
- Unique values

Qualitative Qualitative Qualitative Qualitative

Quantities
-Graduated color
-Graduated symbols
-Proportional symbols

Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative Quantitative



Qualitative or Quantitative?



Qualitative or Quantitative?



Qualitative or Quantitative?



Qualitative or Quantitative?



Representing quantitative data



Representing quantitative data



Accuracy & Misuse



Maps Misuse

 Maps can be complex

 Public generally lacks knowledge of map 

characteristics (how to be critical of a map)

 No map is totally objective

 Map content & presentation is selective –

deliberate & accidental



Power of Maps

 “To map the land was to own it and make that 

ownership legitimate” J.B. Harley

 Selectivity – what to show and not show

 “if authoritative, official maps and atlases…fail to map 

places, the impression is given that those places do not 

exist” P.J. Stickler

 Beyond the Lines: http://dirtbagdiaries.com/beyond-the-lines/

http://dirtbagdiaries.com/beyond-the-lines/


Map Inaccuracy



Propaganda

 Maps are great for 

propaganda b/c 

people have faith in 

maps

 Used to convey 

impressions that are 

helpful to a given 

cause



Propaganda

 Characteristics of Propaganda Maps

 Use simple design and little detail

 Strong colors and bold symbols make the map appear 
to represent reality

 Actions symbols are used – i.e. arrows

 Symbols are designed to confuse the importance of 
topics

 Use inconsistent scales to represent statistical data

 http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/uboats-and-
octopuses-collide-in-these-wwi-propaganda-maps

http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/uboats-and-octopuses-collide-in-these-wwi-propaganda-maps


Map Projections



Map Projections


